
 

 

HOW TO NAME THE FOLDERS AND FILES FOR 
SASDABA PROJECT 

 

Dear colleague,  

1. Folders and Files nomenclature is a critical step in SASDABA Project.  
2. SASDABA script read the folders automatically and includes them in the database.  
3. The OAG coordination reviews, before being uploaded to the database server by SVO 

coordination, all files to correct possible errors  
4. Erroneously named folders and files are rejected by SASDABA scripts. 

 

 The fits files should be archived as follows: 

Create a folder, named ESPEC (obligatory) for each date of observation.  
A night can contain one or two folders, if the date changes after midnight. 

Example: ESPEC_20201201 

The fit file should be headed with the word SPECTRA (obligatory), followed by the HHMMSS 
(obligatory) of the beginning of the exposure, followed by the HD number (obligatory if exists) 
or others (if HD no exists) , followed by the common name of the star, Bayer o Flamsteed, 
followed by its Observer Code (example Julian West= JWE-1.). The observer code may change 
if you change your instrument settings. For example, the observations with SA-100 would 
receive the denomination JWE-1, and those obtained with Alpy600, JWE-2. This allows you to 
identify the dispersion / resolution changes of each image (see Spectra Project nº14 / Section 
VI in www.oagarraf.net) 

At first it may seem complex, but after a little practice it is very simple. I advise you to run 
some initial tests to correct any errors in the nomenclature.  
 
See the example. 

 



Example. During the night of December 1, 2020, I obtained a spectroscopic image of the star 
Alpha Cen (HD 128620) at 23h30m35sec UT. Next, I obtain a new spectroscopic image of Beta 
Cen (HD 122451) at 02h40m34sec UT (December 2, 2020).  

How am I to archive these observations? 

You need to create 2 folders: 

ESPEC_20201201_JWE-1 

ESPEC_20201202_JWE-1 

In the folder ESPEC_20201201_JWE-1 you must include the image of 

Alfa_Cen as follows: SPECTRA_233035_HD_128620_Alfa_Cen 

(+ All images obtained on this date) 

In the folder ESPEC_20201202_JWE-1 you must include the Beta Cen image in the following 
way: 

SPECTRA_024034_HD_122451_Beta_Cen 

(+ All images obtained on this date) 

Next step: send to OAG coordination 

Create a folder in Drive, Drop Box o another tool and share with informaciooag@gmail.com 

 

 

The name of the image file and the HHMMSS in the header 



 

Example of Folders Nomenclature 

 

 

 

Example of .fit files Nomenclature 



 

Example of .avi + .txt files Nomenclature 

 

Suggestions: 

1. Take some spectroscopic pictures of Bright Stars 
2. Subtract dark (only in .fit) not necessary in .avi 
3. Crop the image to reduce the weight of uploading files 
4. Create the folder for the observation date 
5. Name the files taking into account that the HHMMSS must be the 

same as the one in the header. Do not round. 
6. Upload it to Drive or similar and share it with the coordination 
7. A quick feed-back will allow you to correct errors if there are any. 
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